
MOR     CCO
TREASURES OF

CANADA  |  CASABLANCA  |  RABAT  |  FEZ  |  BIN EL OUIDANE
MARRAKECH  |  CASABLANCA  |  CANADA

12 DAYS TOUR 

TOUR PRICES(CAD): - Minimum 20 Paying 

For Reservations and Bookings, contact
Lina M. Veglia
Travel and Cruise Consultant

P: 416 367 8264 ext 2164
E: lveglia@thetravelagentnextdoor.com

Ex – Toronto

CAD 4499
Single Supp.

CAD 999

Particulars

October 19, 2024

DELUXE HOTEL



TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: 
• Wander through ancient Roman cities in Volubilis
• Shop in the bustling and bright markets of Marrakech
• Explore the desert camp in the Agafay Desert.
• Visit Fez, the religious capital of Morocco and Rabat, the 

economic capital of Morocco
• Enjoy the vibrant culture and history of Morocco

TOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• International return airfare from Toronto in economy class.
• 10 Nights accommodation at listed hotels or similar
• 10 breakfasts, 9 dinners, 1 lunch
• Professional English-speaking guide
• A/C vehicle through the itinerary 
• Return airport transfers
• Entrance fees as per the itinerary 
• Luggage porterage 

10 Nights Hotels + 01 Night on board on �ight. 
* Accommodation will be provided on a twin sharing 
basis in the below hotels or similar

TOUR LODGING INFO:

TOUR SUMMARY:
The Treasures of Morocco Tour begins in Casablanca with a tour of the colorful economic capital of Morocco. View some of the 
best-preserved Roman architecture in Rabat and Volubilis. Enjoy Fez, the religious capital of Morocco before passing to small town 
of Bin El Ouidane is truly a place worth stopping by during your Morocco travel. From the packed souk markets to the traditional 
Moroccan hammam spas, this capital is a treat for all the senses. Marrakech has many things to o�er to its travelers even when they 
took a small walk through the colorful streets of the old quarter. Escape the bustling city and immerse yourself in a serene oasis and 
amidst the breathtaking landscape of Agafay Desert.

CITIES NIGHTS DELUXE HOTELS 
Casablanca 01 Night Movenpick Casablanca

Rabat 01 Night Onomo Hotel

Fez 02 Nights Mariott Jnan Palace

Bin el Ouidane 01 Night Widian Resort

Marrakech 03 Nights Kenzi Rose Garden

Agafay Desert 01 Night Le Bedouin

Casablanca 01 Night Movenpick Casablanca

TOUR ITINERARY: 

DAY 01: CANADA – CASABLANCA (BY FLIGHT)
Make your own way to your gateway airport and board your flight for 
Casablanca. 
Enjoy in-flight meals and services.

DAY 02: CASABLANCA (-/-/D)
Arrival at the airport in Casablanca.
You will be greeted by our representatives after exiting customs and 
transferred to your hotel in Casablanca. 
The rest of your day is free for you to take advantage of the facilities of 
your hotel.
Dinner & overnight stay at a hotel.

DAY 03: CASABLANCA - RABAT (95 KM) (B/-/D)
Visit the economic capital of Morocco, bustling central market, Habous 
district and Royal Palace. Continue to Mohamed V square, the residen-
tial area of Anfa and the exterior of the Hassan II Mosque. 
Afternoon, continue to Rabat, the administrative capital of the country, 
for a city tour including the Royal Palace, (Mechouar), the Mohamed V 
Mausoleum, Oudaya Kasbah and the Hassan Tower.
In case you arrive on time at hotel, you have even free for your own 
activities.
Dinner and overnight in Rabat. 

DAY 04: RABAT - MOULAY IDRISS - VOLUBILIS - 
MEKNES - FEZ (220 KM) (B/-/D)
Depart to Meknes and see the Ismalian capital famous for its 40 km long 
walls. Visit Bab Mansour, widely considered North Africa’s most beautiful 
gate. Do not miss the Royal stables and Jewish quarter. Afternoons 
continue to the holy city of Moulay Idriss, via the best-preserved Roman 
city in North Africa, Volubilis. 
Dinner and overnight in Fez. 
 
DAY 05: FEZ (B/-/D)
The entire day is devoted to the city sightseeing of Fez. The religious 
capital of Morocco includes medieval Medina with its Attarine and Bou 
Anania Medersas; the Nejjarine fountain, Moulay Idriss mausoleum, and 
Karaouine mosque. 
In the afternoon visit Fez Jdid. 
Evening free for your own activities in Fez.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Fez.

DAY 06: FEZ - BIN EL OUIDANE (360 KM) (B/-/D)
Depart to Bin El Ouidane via Meknes, Adaroch passing by Mriret, Kheni-
fra one of the agricultural centers of Morocco.
On arrival check in at the hotel.
Dinner and overnight in Bin EL OUIDANE.

DAY 07: BIN EL OUIDANE - MARRAKECH (190 KM) 
  (B/-/D) 
Departure to Marrakech, arrive in Marrakech, early afternoon, known as 
the “Red City” in the late afternoon. 

Check in to the hotel, free time, and orientation tour of Marrakech. 
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Marrakech

DAY 08: MARRAKECH (B/-/D)
Day at leisure enjoy the city on your own with various activities and 
attraction to offer. 
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Marrakech. 

Option 01: Hot Air Balloon Flight over Marrakech with Tradi-
tional Breakfast (Private): CAD 325 Per Person.
Overview of the activity: Pick up by 4WD car from your hotel at 07H00 
AM (pick up time according to availability). Once you reach Jbilets which 
is in the North of the Palm grove of Marrakech, watch the sunrise over 
red dust, palm groves, and majestic open landscapes from a hot air 
balloon. Flying with your partner and live commentary from your veteran 
pilot, then refuel with an authentic

Option 02: Moroccan Hammam & Spa: CAD 125 Per person.

Option 03: Cooking Class in a traditional riad in Marrakech: 
CAD 120 Per Person. 

Optional 04: Dinner at Jad Mahal restaurant with shows such 
as Belly dancers, DJ, and other  performances: CAD 100 per 
person

Optional 05: Excursion to Ouarzazate & Ait benhaddou from 
Marrakech: CAD 160 Per person. (Minimum 10 required to 
operate this tour)
By the high Tichka Pass with altitude of 2260m, we will continue until 
the Aït Benhaddou Kasbah, the most famous one in Morocco. You can 
take Berber lunch (optional) on the spot. The Kasbah is a UNESCO World 

• All applicable taxes & fuel surcharges



Check in to the hotel, free time, and orientation tour of Marrakech. 
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Marrakech

DAY 08: MARRAKECH (B/-/D)
Day at leisure enjoy the city on your own with various activities and 
attraction to offer. 
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Marrakech. 

Option 01: Hot Air Balloon Flight over Marrakech with Tradi-
tional Breakfast (Private): CAD 325 Per Person.
Overview of the activity: Pick up by 4WD car from your hotel at 07H00 
AM (pick up time according to availability). Once you reach Jbilets which 
is in the North of the Palm grove of Marrakech, watch the sunrise over 
red dust, palm groves, and majestic open landscapes from a hot air 
balloon. Flying with your partner and live commentary from your veteran 

Option 02: Moroccan Hammam & Spa: CAD 125 Per person.

Option 03: Cooking Class in a traditional riad in Marrakech: 
CAD 120 Per Person. 

Optional 04: Dinner at Jad Mahal restaurant with shows such 
as Belly dancers, DJ, and other  performances: CAD 100 per 
person

Optional 05: Excursion to Ouarzazate & Ait benhaddou from 
Marrakech: CAD 160 Per person. (Minimum 10 required to 
operate this tour)
By the high Tichka Pass with altitude of 2260m, we will continue until 
the Aït Benhaddou Kasbah, the most famous one in Morocco. You can 
take Berber lunch (optional) on the spot. The Kasbah is a UNESCO World 

Heritage site. Return to Marrakesh in the evening. This Kasbah has 
served as decor for many great movies. The Kasbah of Marrakech has 
played a captivating role as a backdrop in numerous iconic films like 
“The Man Who Knew Too Much” (1956), Lawrence of Arabia” (1962), 
“The Mummy” (1999), and “Gladiator” (2000). Its ancient walls, 
intricate architecture, and enchanting alleys have graced the silver 
screen, adding an exotic and mysterious allure to cinematic tales.

Optional lunch will cost CAD 30 Per person.
• Price includes two-way transfer using motor coach, English speaking 
guide and entrance fees to Kasbah Taouriri & Studio du Cinema in 
Ouarzazate.

DAY 09: MARRAKECH (B/-/-)
Visit historical Marrakech, the most important former imperial city in 
Morocco’s history. Enjoy the Menara Garden, Saadian Tombs, Bahia 
Palace, and the Koutoubia Mosque, the largest in Marrakech. Afternoon 
visit the famous Djemaa El Fna, a square and marketplace in 
Marrakech’s old quarter. 
Overnight in Marrakech.

Optional: Dinner with Fantasia show: CAD 100 Per person.
A "Diffa Fantasia" dinner will be served under caïdal tents at the 
famous «Chez Ali» restaurant while enjoying fantasia performances 
with camel and horse shows, folkloric and belly dancers. 

DAY 10: MARRAKECH – AGAFAY (B/-/D)   
Breakfast at hotel.
Morning optional visit of Jardins Majorelle with YSL museum. (entrance 
applicable extra)
The Jardin Majorelle, also known as the Majorelle Garden, is a 
captivating botanical oasis in Marrakech, Morocco. Originally created by 

pilot, soak up the sights as you glide through the air.



Check in to the hotel, free time, and orientation tour of Marrakech. 
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Marrakech

DAY 08: MARRAKECH (B/-/D)
Day at leisure enjoy the city on your own with various activities and 
attraction to offer. 
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Marrakech. 

Option 01: Hot Air Balloon Flight over Marrakech with Tradi-
tional Breakfast (Private): CAD 325 Per Person.
Overview of the activity: Pick up by 4WD car from your hotel at 07H00 
AM (pick up time according to availability). Once you reach Jbilets which 
is in the North of the Palm grove of Marrakech, watch the sunrise over 
red dust, palm groves, and majestic open landscapes from a hot air 
balloon. Flying with your partner and live commentary from your veteran 
pilot, then refuel with an authentic

Option 02: Moroccan Hammam & Spa: CAD 125 Per person.

Option 03: Cooking Class in a traditional riad in Marrakech: 
CAD 120 Per Person. 

Optional 04: Dinner at Jad Mahal restaurant with shows such 
as Belly dancers, DJ, and other  performances: CAD 100 per 
person

Optional 05: Excursion to Ouarzazate & Ait benhaddou from 
Marrakech: CAD 160 Per person. (Minimum 10 required to 
operate this tour)
By the high Tichka Pass with altitude of 2260m, we will continue until 
the Aït Benhaddou Kasbah, the most famous one in Morocco. You can 
take Berber lunch (optional) on the spot. The Kasbah is a UNESCO World 

the French artist Jacques Majorelle over a period of 40 years, the garden 
is a testament to his passion for botany and exotic plants. In 1922, he 
began planting a diverse collection of botanical specimens from around 
the world within the garden’s one-hectare space. After Majorelle’s 
passing, the garden faced neglect. However, in 1980, the renowned 
fashion designer Yves Saint Laurent and his partner Pierre Bergé 
acquired the property. They lovingly restored it, preserving its beauty and 
adding their own creative flair.
YSL Museum: Within the Jardin Majorelle complex, you will find the 
Yves Saint Laurent Museum, dedicated to the iconic designer’s work. 
Explore fashion history and admire legendary pieces like the ‘Le Smoking 
tuxedo.’
The Jardin Majorelle is open every day from 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., with the 
last entry at 6 p.m. 
It is also accessible to people with reduced mobility.
Afternoon, depart from Marrakech to immerse yourself in the tranquility 
of this rocky desert. Let us explore the captivating Agafay Desert, a 
hidden gem located just 30 kilometers south of Marrakech. The Agafay 
Desert stretches across vast acres of land. Although often referred to as 
a “rocky desert,” its striking white dunes and expansive landscapes bear 
a resemblance to the sandy dunes of the Sahara Desert. Surrounded by 
the majestic High Atlas Mountains, the Agafay Desert offers captivating 
and otherworldly beauty that leaves visitors in awe. Within the heart of 
the Agafay Desert lies a surprising oasis—a haven of peace. Frogs and 
turtles coexist harmoniously in this serene valley, surrounded by water 
and rocks. It is like discovering a hidden paradise where nature’s sounds 
replace everyday noise. Capture breathtaking sunsets—the desert’s 
golden hues against the rugged terrain create a magical atmosphere. 
Whether you are a thrill-seeker, nature lover, or culture enthusiast, 
Agafay promises an unforgettable adventure. On your way Optional 
Experience, a sunset/sunrise camel ride for 30min. (payable extra for 
Camel Ride)  
Check in at your camp and free time. 
Dinner & overnight at your camp. 
 
DAY 11: AGAFAY – MARRAKECH – CASABLANCA  
(B/-/D) 
Breakfast at the camp, check-out. 
Leave for Marrakech. On arrival straight leave for Casablanca city. 
Arrival check in hotel and free time for personal visits or some shopping 
activities.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Casablanca.

DAY 12: CASABLANCA – CANADA (BY 
FLIGHT)  
(B/-/-)
After breakfast, transfer to the airport with departure assistance 
from our representative. Have a safe trip home!

END OF OUR SERVICES

TOUR PACKAGE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Meals not mentioned as being included. 
• Beverages with meals
• Items of a personal nature
• Tips and gratuities for a driver and a guide
• Visa fees
• Optional services
• Travel Insurance



MOROCCO
TREASURES OF

03 NIGHTS EXTENSION
04 DAYS TOUR

TOUR DEPARTURE: DAY 12 ONWARD.

Twin/Double

CAD 999
Single Supp.

CAD 199

Particulars

Per person on 
twin sharing

SUPERIOR HOTEL

TOUR PRICES(CAD): - 05 pax onward. 



TOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• 03 Nights accommodation at listed hotels or similar
• Breakfast and dinner only.
• Professional English-speaking guide
• A/C vehicle through the itinerary 
• Entrance fees as per the itinerary 
• Tips at hotels and restaurants
• All applicable taxes

TOUR PACKAGE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
• Meals not mentioned as being included. 
• Beverages with meals
• Items of a personal nature
• Tips and gratuities for a driver and a guide
• Visa fees
• Optional services
• Travel Insurance

03 Nights Hotels 
* Accommodation will be provided on a twin 
sharing basis in the below hotels or similar

TOUR LODGING INFO:

CITIES NIGHTS SUPERIOR HOTELS
Tangier 01 Night Marina Bay

Chaouen 01 Night Casa Hasan

Casablanca 01 Night Idou Anfa

TOUR ITINERARY: 

DAY 12: CASABLANCA - RABAT - TANGIER (B/-/D) 
Breakfast at the hotel. 
Leave in time for Tangier.
On arrival check in at the hotel.
Dinner and overnight stay at a hotel.

DAY 13: TANGIER - CHAOUEN (B/-/D)
Breakfast at the hotel.
Proceed for half-day city tour involving Tangier and its surroundings as 
well as Cap Spartel at the extreme North-West of Africa and Hercules 
Caves which are associated with the legend of Hercules being the one 
separated Africa from Europe. The visit also includes the Kasbah district 
next to the port, the old Medina with its craftsmanship shops and a 
magnificent minaret overlooking the sea. You will have the opportunity 
to pass by the Grand Socco and Mendoubia park accommodating 
dragon skeletons dating from ancient centuries. Then direct departure to 
Chaouen for city tour visit of Chefchaouen, one of the most beautiful 
cities in Rif mountainous massif, known for its Medina of shady alleys, 

whitewashed houses with blue turquoise doors wrought iron windows 
and tile covered roofs. 
Lunch at a city/local restaurant. (Direct payment basis) 

DAY 14: CHAOUEN - CASABLANCA (B/-/D)
Breakfast at hotel.
Straight leave for Casablanca. 
Arrival check in hotel and free time for personal visits or some shopping 
activities.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel in Casablanca.
 
DAY 15: CASABLANCA – CANADA (By Flight) (B/-/-)
Breakfast at hotel.
Report in the lobby for final departure pickup.
Transfer to the airport for your flight.

END OF SERVICE.

Finishing your visit, head to Tetouane for dinner and overnight.




